
 
Art Prize 2021 

Melville Contemporary is a new biennial art prize recognising the best visual art from professional 

artists based in Western Australia. In 2021 it awards a $15,000 main prize and a $2,000 highly 

commended prize (non-acquisitive). Melville Contemporary is an initiative of the City of Melville 

and Goolugatup Heathcote. 

 

1. Erin Coates 

Heavy Metal Skull (inferior view) from the series Swan River Dolphin Bones, 2021, graphite 

on paper, 78 x 59cm. $3,500. 

In my art practice I make drawings, films and sculptural works that focus on the limits of our bodies 

and physical interaction with given environments. I draw from my background in rock climbing and 

freediving as well as my deep interest in biology, body horror and genre cinema. Recent work has 

centered on the underwater Gothic in relation to Australia’s unique estuarine and oceanic 

ecosystems, and presents hybrid forms that merge human elements with various endemic life 

forms. Referencing anthropogenic impacts on these organisms, my work at times engages with a 

transgressive bodily aesthetic while proposing possible post-human futures.  

My new work Heavy Metal Skull (inferior view) continues an ongoing concern with the changing 

ecology of the Derbarl Yerrigan/ Swan River. The river is home to a resident population of around 

20 Indo-Pacific Bottlenose dolphins. They are long-living, apex predators, which makes them 

prone to the bio-concentration of heavy metals in their bones. Heavy Metal Skull (inferior view) 

imagines the slow transmutation of dolphin bone into galena, a sulfide mineral source of lead. The 

clumps of heavy metal crystals cluster on the dolphin skull like an abnormal growth. With my 

interest in the monstrous and river horror, this drawing makes manifest the foreign matter invading 

the river and impacting its native inhabitants.  

 – Erin Coates 
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2. Jennifer Cochrane  

Impossible Shadow #35, 2021, flashing tape painted on board, 70 x 4 cm. $2,200. 

Jennifer Cochrane’s practice stems from a strong history of object-based art.  She has created 

sculptures and site-specific installations for exhibitions and public spaces over the last 20 years. 

These works are always approached with the intention to pursue a simplicity of form and to create 

works with an appreciation of less-is-more. At the core of her practice is an emphasis on process-

oriented production, which often involves repetitive labour-intensive techniques.  

Cochrane consistently explores perspective and point of view, and how these concepts impact 

upon interpretation and understanding. Physically, her artworks have become increasingly diverse 

– moving between two and three dimensions. While on residency in Basel, Switzerland in 2016, 

she began creating installations exploring shadows, specifically capturing a shadow from one of 

her sculptures in Australia and replicating it in her European surroundings, creating an ‘impossible 

shadow’.  

Impossible Shadow #35 continues this exploration and considers the shadow as an ephemeral 

print, capturing a moment in time. A cube form is covered with industrial flashing tape; the tape is 

repetitively pressed and moulded to create an embossed effect, simultaneously covering and 

revealing, then the cube form is removed. The work becomes both a memory and a record of a 

work that came before. 

 

3. Sohan Ariel Hayes  

Panoramic View of Albany (Kinjarling), The Place of Rain, 2019, digital video, audio. POA. 

This work is a digital reimagining of the historic hand-coloured etching Panoramic view of King 

George Sound (1834) by Robert Dale. It reflects on how history shapes our present; how nature 

and culture are perceived as things that bend to the will of technology and the forces of capital.  

Using digital animation, the print is transformed into a moving image depicting a great storm 

sweeping, obscuring and erasing the horizon. Flashes of lightning bring sudden emphasis to re-

arrangements of figures, of memory, a eulogy of species lost to invasive species.  

The original etching drew on then-contemporary scientific and Menang cultural knowledge,and 

included foreign species added for the purpose of attracting potential investors to the riches and 

opportunities provided by the “new settlement”. These elements reveal an early fascination with 

the ‘exotic’ that has underpinned the subsequent importation of plants and animals now 

devastating our native ecology. Robert Dale’s etching may seem like innocuous exocitism, but 

when he returned to England he carried with him the decapitated head of Yagan which he 

displayed alongside this landscape. 

– Sohan Ariel Hayes 

 

 

 



4. Pascale Giorgi  

My Own Private Lion (South Fremantle Rosemary), 2021, concrete, cement oxide, 

carnauba wax, rosemary essential oil, 7 x 14 x 26 cm. $700. 

A lion, taking after the ones which guard the homes of Italian migrants, but instead of large and 

white, tiny and black. Modelled after a fountain piece in Florence’s Boboli Garden, the lion’s frozen 

expression seems to laugh, cry and grimace. The dark surface has been polished smooth and a 

mixture of wax and rosemary oil has been rubbed into the animal’s concrete skin, embedding the 

strong fragrance of rosemary, used since ancient times to enhance memory and focus. The smell 

wants to take you into a memory of stealing herbs from pristine gardens at night under the 

watchful eye of feline guardians. 

– Pascale Giorgi 

 

5. Lia McKnight  

Gold fall # 1& 2, 2020, ink, pencil, graphite, archival pen, thread and found object on 

638gsm Saunders Waterford paper, 52 x 42 cm. $2,200 (diptych). 

Gold fall # 1 & 2 is a diptych that reveals two views of a small banksia nut, found on the ground in 

one of the bushland reserves where I regularly walk, close to my home outside Walyalup/ 

Fremantle. These many-orificed objects have become a personal ‘totem’ of sorts in my work of the 

last five years; through them I explore themes of life, death, sex and magic. Gold fall # 1 & 2 

combines accurate representation and imaginative musings, revealing a sense of mystery in the 

natural world. Intrigued by the idea of secret worlds pulsing and thriving beyond our awareness, I 

hope through my art practice to urgently call for a shift in the way we perceive and interact with 

nature.  

The humble cascade of golden thread and metal foil connects to the core themes of transformation 

and the interconnectedness of all things that have informed my practice for over a decade. 

Expanding on these concepts, Gold fall # 1 & 2 speculates on the nature of being by referring to 

the everyday alchemy of growth and decay.  

– Lia McKnight 

 

6. Sally Stoneman 

Softly, Harshly #3, 2020, recycled Vermin Proof Fence, Longhaired plume grass, 1 x 1 x 

1m. $6,500. 

Softly, Harshly #3 is part of a series of recent sculptural works exploring our relationship to 

environmental fragility. The Longhair plume grass (Dichelachne crinitia) used in the sculpture is 

widespread across Australia, it is an elegant and distinctive grass found massed under Eucalypts 

and thriving even near the coast. The work’s use of Vermin Proof fencing wire is both a literal and 

metaphorical symbol of colonisation. It references the division of the land by the European settlers 

for the pursuit of agriculture.  



The European invasion of the continent caused immense suffering to the Indigenous people 

through loss of homelands and personal freedom, their subsequent genocide and incarceration. 

The use of materiality in this work elicits a tactile response to the title Softly, Harshly as we 

consider our complex future with our environment and the sovereignty of the Indigenous people to 

this land. 

– Sally Stoneman 

 

7. Mathew Clark 

Blue Cathedral, 2020, acrylic on canvas, 60 x 53 cm. $550. 

Religion can be beautiful, but sometimes it can be a beast. 

 – Mathew Clark 

Mathew Clark’s work crosses the boundaries of literature and visual art; he is a writer and an artist 

whose ongoing narratives move through the vastness of time and space. His stories navigate 

different, parallel yet intertwined universes and his works create new worlds, new moons and 

whole new experiences. 

The worlds Mathew creates are detailed and layered – he builds atmospheres, geologies and 

habitats that come to life through a cross-cosmology of stories, characters and events. His 

paintings are like stepping stones for your imagination, taking you beyond the everyday and into 

other realms. 

– Dr Ric Spencer 

 

8. Dung-Chuan Wen 

Bushfire Survey, 2021, charcoal from Bells Rapids, Chinese calligraph inks, wooden glue, 

canvas, 83 x 93cm. POA. 

Global warming has had significant effects on the planet, causing bushfires to happen more 

frequently. In 2019, Australian bushfires killed more than one billion animals. Scientists have 

demonstrated that there is a direct correlation between climate change and an increase in fires – 

this is empirical fact, and awareness of these issues needs to be increased. 

In my environmental art practices series, I did field research about the February 2021 Bells Rapids 

bushfires. Instead of driving a car, I decided to ride my bicycle, conscious that all energy 

production on this trip should remain as carbon-neutral as possible. I used this experience as a 

theme, using charcoal from the bushfire mixed with Chinese calligraphy ink as a pigment, and my 

bicycle wheel as a brush. Letterpress printed on the canvas indicates the GPS coordinates of the 

journey. The work is a harmony between my Chinese background and Eastern aesthetic and 

Western aesthetics of minimalism and conceptualism.   

– Dung-Chuan Wen 

 



9. Ross Potter  

 I Don’t Feel So Well, 2021, mixed media, 40 x 50 cm. $900. 

I was haunted by dreams of a large python dwelling in my abdomen, shedding its skin when it felt 

threatened. These dreams, like premonitions, would come with an eerie sense of warning. In my 

art, I recreated this Trypophbic nightmare by manipulating paper to resemble a snakeskin, while in 

my life I came to terms with the frail state of my large intestine. After multiple surgeries and 

investigations, I felt almost relieved when diagnosed with diverticulitis – the sensations and 

nightmares finally made sense. 

– Ross Potter 

 

10. Rebecca Dagnall 

Portrait of the dead #2, from the series Portraits of the dead, 2021, archival pigment print, 

100 x 67 cm. $1500 (framed $2200), edition 1/5 + 2 AP. 

The photographic work Portrait of the dead#2 is a contemplative look at ideas of loss and death. 

The viewer is presented with a majestic Black Cockatoo — on closer reading the work reveals an 

ant crawling on the dehydrated eye of an endangered, deceased bird. A formal portrait style is 

chosen to honour the bird who in its death lay strewn on the side of the road.   

Roadkill — the death of native wildlife by motor vehicle — is a ubiquitous and accepted part of the 

travelling experience, so much so that the corpses go unnoticed by humans who are implicated in 

their deaths. What other losses and deaths may we be responsible for that continue to go 

unnoticed? The work pays homage to lives and habitats damaged through the carelessness of 

humans and exemplifies the Gothic in its dystopian form. The horror of what is presented is both a 

reality and a memory as the decaying carcass will soon only be available in its mimetic form.  

– Rebecca Dagnall  

 

11. Tarryn Gill  

Show Girl (Jessica), 2020, mixed media (EPE foam, hand stitched fabrics, beads), 70 x 86 

x 8 cm. $4,000. 

Show Girl (Jessica) is from a 2020 series of ‘soft reliefs’– wall-mounted soft sculptural works made 

from foam & hand-stitched fabric & beads. The Show Girl works are fondly rendered scenes from 

musicals that were a staple in my early life. During the making of these works I was reflecting on 

my history as a performer, my struggles around being a performing body within the patriarchy, and 

questioning the origins of my ideas around the performance of femininity. 

The women I saw in musicals were very early role models for me, because at the time it was the 

only way I saw women as powerful, active and the centre of a story. The beauty, theatricality and 

camp style of these films were formative, and still inform my aesthetics. The Show Girl works are 

moments joyously captured from these films like keepsakes to be held dear. 

– Tarryn Gill 



12. Sam Bloor 

Echo #6, 2020, brick from Cragie walls 1994 - 2009, powder coated steel, concrete, 159 x 

40 x 40 cm. $2,750. 

Sometimes the better things I make are things that I don’t have much creative control over. This is 

both a source of insecurity and relief for me – depending on the day of the week. This brick was 

taken from a famed graffiti day spot that had over 15 years worth of paint layered onto it. 

Somewhere in those layers are both some of my worst and finer efforts at the wall. Along with my 

mentors, friends and wider community that grew up learning at these walls.  

This painting is as much an artefact as it is an artwork. A history of the hundreds of people who 

spent their youth painting on those sun soaked basketball courts. There’s probably something 

more to it about the value of labour in painting, the role of authorship in readymade objects, and 

the age-old creation and destruction back and forth. But the truth is, when I look at it I mostly feel 

sentimental about how a few walls ended up shaping so much of the rest of my life in ways I could 

never have imagined. 

– Sam Bloor 

 

13. Rusty Maeva  

Play Ball, 2021, acrylic on canvas, 63 x 90 cm. $600. 

Officials and elites commit injustice and make false promises at the expense of wider society. We 

hand them power on a silver platter, and when they turn this power into great private riches they 

hide it away, unwilling to ‘play ball’ with the rest of us.  

I created this piece in frustration after historical research into public corruption and injustice. I grew 

more frustrated knowing that there are still more stories untold, and that the extent of such crimes 

may never be known – despite their scale, they can often be hidden away on a computer or in 

some dusty cabinet. 

My hope in creating this piece is to express dissatisfaction with the status quo and celebrate 

rebellion, showing how throughout history political revolt has changed the course of history and 

brought down many who did not want to ‘play ball’. The painting’s central figure represents this 

revolt – it is ghastly and threatening but also cheeky, and ready to strike out into the unknown.  

– Rusty Maeva 

 

 

 

 

 


